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Abstract

Reinforcement learning (RL) aims to learn an optimal control by interacting with
the environments. Reinforcement learning, especially deep reinforcement learning,
has developed rapidly in the last few years. However, in the real world, it can be
very difficult or even impossible to have a suitable simulator for the RL agent to
interact with. Meanwhile, training an RL agent by directly interacting with the
real-world environment may lead the system to some dangerous states. Due to
these concerns, it is hard to directly apply classical online reinforcement learning
algorithms for real-world applications. Batch reinforcement learning, which can
learn the control policy from a given dataset, holds the promise to tackle real-world
problems. There is a lack of work that introduces batch RL applications in real-
world problems. In this paper, we reviewed examples of applying batch RL to
various real-world applications. By doing this survey, we hope to provide a series
of examples of using batch RL for real-world applications for both the researchers
and engineers.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a powerful paradigm for control problems through trial-and-error
learning [84]. Incorporated with latent representations learned from DNNs, recent years have seen a
surge of deep RL methods that attain super-human performance in a wide range of domains [61, 79, 2].
However, most of these methods use games [5] or simulated environments [87] as testbeds, which
usually require millions of samples to learn an optimal policy. On the other hand, real life is different
from games where we can efficiently generate a large amount of data and restart again whenever
we fail. For many real-world applications, not only there is no existing simulator, but building
one is particularly hard due to the complex unknown system dynamics [18]. Without access to the
environment simulator means acting and exploring must be done using data from the real system,
which can be time-consuming, expensive or dangerous in many scenarios [26], such as manufacturing,
healthcare, and robotics.

Batch RL, also known as offline RL, refers to the problem of learning a near-optimal policy from a
given and fixed dataset without additional interaction with the environment [48, 52]. In addition to the
pure batch setting, early work mostly focused on a variant of the growing batch setting, in which the
agent is allowed to occasionally interact with the environment to build the batch incrementally [49],
as illustrated in Figure 1. Batch RL is viewed as one of the most promising methods for successful
real-world RL applications for several reasons: (1) Batch RL allows us to leverage existing datasets
for many real-world problems, in which collecting online data is costly, time-consuming or dangerous
[98, 13, 101]. (2) Batch RL methods have shown better sample efficiency for many challenging
problems [20, 8]. (3) Some advanced supervised learning approaches can be easily transferred to the
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batch RL setting [66]. (4) Many batch RL algorithms are model-free methods that do not need the
knowledge of the system dynamics [6].

Figure 1: Illustration of different batch RL settings. (a) In the pure batch setting, an agent learns a
policy purely from the pre-collected dataset without any interaction with the environment during
training. (b) In the growing batch setting, the agent is allowed to occasionally interact with the
environment with latest policy to build the batch incrementally.

In the last two decades [19, 71], various batch RL algorithms have been proposed, and showed
promising results in different real-world applications, such as robot control [43], medical treatment
[21] or energy system management [27]. However, most of the prior works used simple function
approximators with low-dimensional input features, which limited their applications to problems
with relatively small state spaces. On the other hand, some recent works [24, 44, 95] have shown that
the standard off-policy deep RL methods fail under the batch setting due to the distribution mismatch.
Different solutions have been proposed to mitigate this problem, such as adding constraints to the
policy [95], using ensembles [1], imitating good actions [92], learning a dynamics model [100], or
learning conservative value functions [45].

However, we are facing a gap between current research work and real-world applications. Existing
surveys on batch RL such as Lange et al. [48] and Levine et al. [52] focused mainly on introducing
different algorithms. A clear summarization of how to apply batch RL in different real-world
problems has not been well presented. To connect the theory with real-world problems, this paper
reviewed different examples of applying batch RL in various real-world scenarios across the last two
decades. By doing this survey, we hope to provide realistic examples to guide researchers developing
more practical algorithms. This paper is organized as follows: we start with a general overview
with different batch RL methods in Section 2. In Section 3, we review some examples of applying
batch RL in different real-world applications. In Section 4, we summarize some challenges and open
problems of current batch RL methods, and Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Background

Batch RL considers the problem of learning a policy π(a|s) from a fixed datasetD consisting of single-
step transitions (s, a, r, s′) [48]. Furthermore, the dataset can be collected by agents with different
policies from different control tasks, including non-RL policies, such as human demonstrations [23].
In batch RL, we ignore the exploration problem and focus on exploiting the fixed dataset.

2.1 Classic Batch RL Methods

FQI. Fitted Q-Iteration (FQI) [19] is one of the most representative batch RL algorithms, which
learns an approximation of the optimal action-value function Q∗ from a finite set of experience
samples B = {(si, ai, ri, s′i)}. FQI is derived from the fitted value iteration approach [28], and
reformulates the origin RL problem as a sequence of supervised regression problems (Algorithm
1). At each iteration, FQI computes the TD error to update the Q function with all samples in the
dataset. The batch approach allows us to use any regression algorithms, such as tree-based regressor
[19], kernel-based regressor [64] or neural networks [71], and prior studies have proved FQI to be
sample-efficient to exploit the information contained in the collected samples.

NFQ & DFQ. Neural Fitted Q-Iteration (NFQ) [71] is a realization of fitted Q-Iteration where
multi-layer perceptrons are used to approximate the Q function. NFQ usually uses a shallow neural
network, e.g., 2 layer MLP with less than 10 neurons, as the function approximator, and has been
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Algorithm 1: Fitted Q-Iteration
1: Input: collected transition samples B, a regression algorithm fθ.
2: Initialize Q-value function Q̂0(s, a) = 0.
3: for step t in {1, · · · , N} do
4: Evaluate Q̂t−1(s, a) for all state-action pairs.
5: Compute target value for each sample.

y(s, a) = r(s, a) + γmaxa′ Q̂t−1(s
′, a′).

6: Run regression algorithm fθ on dataset {(s, a), y(s, a)} to get Q̂t(s, a).
7: end for

shown to generalize well on some simple control tasks with only a few training examples. Besides,
NFQ proposed a “growing batch” variant of batch RL, that relaxes the “pure batch” setting and allows
the agent to interact with the environment to extend the set of sample experience. Most of the early
batch RL methods are limited to problems with low dimensionality, Deep Fitted Q-Iteration (DFQ)
[49] solves this problem by using a deep auto-encoder model to extract low dimensional embeddings
φ(s) from high dimensional visual inputs s, and then apply FQI to the set of experience samples
{(φ(s), a, r, φ(s′))} to learn state embeddings and control policies at the same time. FQI, NFQ,
and DFQ laid the ground for many current modern Deep RL methods such as DQN and its variants
[61, 54, 35].

2.2 DRL-based Batch RL Methods

Model-free approaches. Recent work [24, 52] reports that directly applying existing value-based
off-policy DRL algorithms in an offline setting usually results in poor performance. [24, 44, 50]
attribute this issue to out-of-distribution actions and overfitting caused by the distribution mismatch
between the offline training data and the learned policy. To remedy this problem, many heuristic
approaches are proposed to regularize the learned policy to keep close to the behavioral policy. For
example, BCQ [24] uses a variational auto-encoder (VAE) to generate actions that are similar to
samples in the buffer. SPIBB [50] restricts the support of the learned policy to the support of the
behavior policy for safe policy improvement. KL-Control [37] uses KL divergence, and BEAR [44]
uses maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) divergence [29] as a regularizer to the loss function. [95]
proposed a general framework, named BRAC, and evaluate the effectiveness of different components
in the existing methods.

Besides the behavior regularized methods, some recent work solves batch RL problems with weighted
behavior cloning, which uses an estimate of the advantage function [63, 92] to select samples. AWR
[66] uses advantage-weighted regression to convert batch RL to a standard supervised learning prob-
lem. ABM [78] biases the RL policies to promising executed actions. [93] proposed critic-regularized
regression (CRR) that reduce batch RL to a form of value-filtered regression. In addition, CQL
[45] learns a conservative Q-function to directly tackle the overestimation problem. [55] provided a
stronger theoretical performance guarantee by modifying the Bellman optimality back-up to take a
more conservative update. BRPO [83] learns residual policies and maximizes a conservative lower
bound on the policy performance. [7] further proposed a general framework to unify existing ap-
proaches and introduce two families of pessimistic algorithms. Another recent work [1] demonstrates
that simple ensemble methods with large and diverse datasets allow us to learn high quality polices.

Model-based approaches. Another line of research focuses on incorporating model-based RL
methods into the batch RL setting [3, 41, 100, 58]. Model-based RL algorithms can learn policies
with out-of-distribution states, which are absent in model-free batch RL methods. MoREL [41]
first learns a pessimistic MDP with the fixed dataset to avoid model exploitation problem, and then
learns a near-optimal policy in this pessimistic MDP. MOPO [100] introduces a penalized MDP
framework that adds a penalty to the reward function, and MBOP [3] leverages MPC to learn a goal
or reward-conditioned policy.

3 Real-world Applications

This section introduces some examples of applying batch RL in various real-world scenarios.
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3.1 Robotics

Robots have been deployed extensively in production to automate manual tasks to improve efficiency
and reduce costs [43]. RL provides a powerful framework for learning autonomous robots that
improve continuously through experiences. However, collecting a large amount of data with real
robots may be very time consuming or dangerous [57]. In addition, robots suffer from the problem of
wear and tear and are usually costly to repair [2], the ability to learn from fixed dataset makes batch
RL an appealing method for robotics applications. Moreover, unlike previous control-based solutions
that require the knowledge of the system dynamics, model-free batch RL algorithms allow us to learn
control policies purely from collected samples [6].

A notable example is the RoboCup soccer leagues [42], where two teams of mobile robots compete
in a soccer game. [72] developed NFQ-based soccer robots to learn various mobile control skills
and won several world championships. Experiments showed that a two-layer MLP with 10 neurons
for each hidden layer was good enough to learn effective policies in both simulation and real soccer
robots. Later, [11] proposed Q-Batch which uses an n-step return to exploit the episodic nature of the
interactions. Other examples include [6], which used NFQ to solve a robot control problem in the
classical control theory of following a reference state (e.g., position set point), and the negative reward
is set to be the velocity difference between the state and the reference. [8] introduced a data-driven
approach to applying DRL to learn to perform manipulation tasks on real robots from vision. The
key component is an interactive approach, called reward sketching, to elicit human preferences to
learn the reward function for a new task. The learned reward function is later used to annotate all
historical data. which is used to learn the control policy with batch RL. After the retrospective reward
assignment, a variant of D4PG [4] is used as the batch RL algorithm to learn control policy purely
from the annotated dataset without online interaction.

3.2 Dialogue Systems

A dialogue system aims to build chatbots that can communicate with humans through natural language
[81, 53, 94] to solve different tasks, i.e., restaurant booking, and GPS navigation. Dialogue systems
have been an active research area in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) for decades, and it is
now prevalent in different commercial applications on various digital devices, such as Apple’s Siri,
Microsoft’s Cortana, and Amazon’s Alexa [40, 56]. Most early work resorts to hand-crafted rules
and templates for simple Q&A applications. Later, various approaches try to solve this problem by
learning a statistic language model from data [39]. In recent years, many neural dialogue generation
models following the seq-to-seq framework with attention mechanisms have achieved huge progress
[90, 60]. However, a seq-to-seq based model trained with the MLE objective function usually tends
to generate highly generic responses and fails to account for long-term influence [53].

To overcome these issues, there is a growing number of methods that use RL to learn a stochastic
dialogue generation policy [53, 14]. Here, we introduce some of these methods that use batch RL
to learn from fixed corpora. [67] proved batch RL methods, such as FQI and LSPI [47], are sample
efficient to learn near-optimal policies from a few hundreds of simulated dialogue examples. [34]
proposed a hybrid method that combines batch RL and supervised learning to learn dialogue policies
from a fixed dataset. [37] proposed KL-Control, which leverages a pre-trained language model as
prior p(a|s) to generate batch data via human interaction and then uses KL divergence to constrain
the learned policy to stay close to the prior. Moreover, KL-Control designs different intrinsic reward
functions to capture implicit human preferences in dialog, such as sentiment, questions, and laughters.

3.3 Energy Management System

To prevent the next energy crisis and protect our environment, many countries continue to increase
their budgets for renewable energy investment, such as solar, geothermal, and wind power, in the last
few years [10]. However, harnessing energy from renewable sources is a challenging task, because
the power generation process is usually decentralized, intermittent, and uncontrollable while the
consumers can use electricity in arbitrary quantities at any time [76]. Thus, modern power systems
require more advanced control techniques for power generation, distribution and storage with higher
reliability and better security [27]. Meanwhile, with the popularization of digital metering and
communication infrastructures, the power system generates unprecedented high volumes of data
to make it possible for us to use data-driven machine learning algorithms to solve these problems.
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Without the knowledge of the system dynamics, model-free batch RL methods have been widely
used in this domain to learn complex control policies.

We start with the example of smart grids. The smart grid is an advanced digital two-way power
flow system, which provides communication between consumers and suppliers [46]. It aims to
distribute power to consumers more efficiently, and economically by adaptive adjustment according
to supply-demand mismatches [15]. [20] compared FQI and MPC methods on an electric power
system problem and suggest a combination of FQI and MPC when a good model is available. [75]
applied FQI to learn to schedule a cluster of domestic electric water heaters under a time-varying
electricity price to minimize electricity cost in a smart grid environment. [73] later extended FQI
to the residential demand response scenario, such as heat-pump thermostat, which incorporates a
forecast of the exogenous data. A known price profile is used to compute reward and the objective
is to minimize the gap between the day-ahead consumption plan and the actual consumption. Later
[74] further extended this method by incorporating an auto-encoder network to learn compact state
representation for FQI. [59] used FQI to learn battery energy management policies, which are tested
by simulation in a residential setting using data from Belgian residential consumers.

In addition to the applications in smart grids, [62] applied DFQ to control space heating in buildings.
[97] used LSPI-based batch RL method and a virtual transition generator to solve the problem of
setting the tap position of load tap changers (LTCs) for voltage regulation in radial power distribution
systems. [9] used FQI to learn an optimal cost-reducing charging policy for individual plug-in electric
vehicle (PEV) from a collection of transition samples. A Bayesian neural network is employed to
predict the second-day electricity price based on historical data.

3.4 Healthcare

AI for healthcare is regarded as one of the most promising areas in which AI can improve our lives
[38]. The increasing availability of electronic health data paves the way for applying data-driven
machine learning approaches to solve various challenging tasks, and recent years have seen a number
of successful applications of AI in healthcare, such as disease diagnosis, medical imaging, drug
development, critical care, treatment recommendation, and epidemic prediction [99]. Batch RL is
particularly attractive for some healthcare tasks for two reasons. First, many healthcare problems
involve making a sequence of decisions with a long-term consequence that can be formulated in an
RL setting, for example, some drugs appear to work after a while. Second, patient safety is always the
first priority, and thus we can hardly collect enough online samples and need to learn from existing
offline samples.

[21] applied FQI to learn optimal structured treatment interruption strategies for HIV infected patients
directly from simulated clinical data, where the reward is defined as the equilibrium point between
healthy and unhealthy blood cells in the patient. [77] used FQI to optimize the treatment choices for
schizophrenia with a bootstrap confidence interval. [82] applied FQI to learn an intervention strategy
directly from gene expression data. [22] applied FQI to the optimization of anemia treatment. [70]
used Dueling Double-DQN to deduce optimal treatment policies for patients with sepsis, in which
a sparse auto-encoder is used to learn continuous features. SOFA score and patient’s lactate levels
are used as reward functions to indicate the goodness of patient’s health. [69] explored the use of
FQI to learn ventilator weaning policy from examples in historical ICU data with a complicated
hand-designed reward.

3.5 Manufacturing

Batch RL is also widely used in real manufacturing problems [96]. Ramp-up is an important concept
for efficient manufacturing systems, which refers to the period between completion of development
and full capacity utilization [86]. Traditionally, ramp-up process largely depends on expert knowledge
and is difficult to solve with a machine learning algorithm due to the limited similarity between
different systems. [16] formulated the ramp-up process as an MDP, and applied a Q-learning based
batch RL method to reduce the ramp-up time. [25] formalized job-shop scheduling problems as
multi-agent MDP, and learned an optimal scheduling policy with NFQ. Besides, [32] provided an
open benchmark, named Industrial Benchmark, for comparing different batch RL algorithms in
different industrial scenarios [33].
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3.6 Others

In addition to the applications outlined above, some prior work also applies batch RL in all kinds of
other real-world problems. [36] proposed a batch RL method, called parameterized batch actor-critic
(PBAC), for longitudinal control of autonomous land vehicles (ALVs). PBAC learns parameterized
kernel features from collected samples to approximate the value functions and policies. The actor and
critic are updated using least-squares-based batch updating rules and the reward is a combination of
speed tracking error and energy cost. [31] introduced DRIFT, an efficient software testing framework,
which formalizes the software testing task as an MDP. In DRIFT, the state is a tree that corresponds
to a hierarchy of GUI elements, action is the possible user interaction, and the reward is generated by
counting the number of times that a key function is triggered. To avoid the cost of data collection,
DRIFT is trained from existing data with DQN in a batch RL paradigm.

4 Challenges and Open Problems

In the previous section, we have seen many successful examples of applying batch RL in real-world
problems. However, several practical challenges remain to be solved for a wide array of large-scale
real-world RL applications. For example, high-dimensional continuous action or state spaces, strict
safety constraints and non-stationary dynamics [18]. Here, we discuss three particular challenges.

4.1 Challenges to Future Progress

Effective offline evaluation protocols. A successful deployment of RL to real production systems
relies on robust evaluation, and most of the existing batch RL algorithms are evaluated online by
interacting with an environment simulator. However, in many real-world applications, such as the
recommender system [85], it is impractical to tune hyperparameters on the real system. Therefore,
we need to find a more effective offline evaluation protocol, i.e., using off-policy policy evaluation
(OPE) methods, to estimate the policy’s performance purely from logged data [91]. [30, 23] apply
a naïve approach that tunes hyperparameters on some selected tasks, but this simple method does
not work in real-world scenarios where we only have a single task. Recently, [65] proposed an
offline hyperparameter selection method which uses fitted Q evaluation (FQE) [51] to compute scalar
statistics without interacting with the environment to rank policies. Furthermore, which OPE methods
to use and hyperparameter selection for the OPE methods are also challenging open problems [30].

Unspecified reward functions. Another challenge for batch RL in the real-world is the lack of
specified reward functions. RL problems are formulated as learning an optimal policy that maximizes
the expected cumulative discounted rewards [84]. Unfortunately, there are no existing reward
functions in the real-world, and most of the previous methods rely on hand-crafted reward signals,
which require expert domain knowledge and careful parameter tuning [6, 89, 37]. In addition, many
real-world applications have multi-dimensional goals. For example, we usually want a robot to solve
a task without breaking any safety constraints [12] or we want a power grid to reduce costs and
improve efficiency [15]. Thus, we need to design more complex multi-objective reward functions or
better optimization objectives.

Off-policy training & deadly triad. Moreover, most current batch RL methods suffer from the
deadly triad [84, 88] of function approximation, off-policy learning, and bootstrapping. Some work
provides theoretical analysis in tabular problem settings [24, 44], but real-world applications differ
substantially from these assumptions. We can observe that these methods sometimes fail due to
divergence [24] which is unacceptable for many real-world problems with critical safety concerns.
Given the potential instability, more efforts are expected to achieve safer batch RL.

4.2 Open Problems

The evaluation challenge mentioned above highlights the importance for researchers to design batch
RL algorithms that are less sensitive to the hyperparameters [95]. Another open problem is how to
develop efficient reward specification methods to mitigate the issue of laborious reward engineering
[80]. A potential solution to overcome this problem is to incorporate some general intrinsic rewards
into the learning process [68]. Batch RL is promising for sample-efficient practical applications
with safety concerns, however, we need more theoretical work to lay the ground for more reliable
real-world deployments [55]. In addition, having large datasets and open benchmarks has proved
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to be beneficial for the development of different machine learning domains. Hence, we are looking
forward to more open benchmarks, such as realworldrl-suite [17], rl-unplugged [30] and d4rl [23],
to accelerate progress in this emerging field.

5 Conclusion

To connect current research work on batch RL with real-world applications, in this paper, we reviewed
some examples of applying batch RL in various real-world problems across the last two decades. We
highlighted some challenges for real-world batch RL, such as offline evaluation, unspecified reward
functions, and the deadly triad of off-policy learning. With the development of more advanced batch
RL algorithms and the increasing amount of real-world data, batch RL is promising to solve more
challenging real-world tasks. A potential future direction is to transfer samples or trajectories from
different tasks to further improve the sample efficiency. Another promising future direction is to
active select samples form the large fixed dataset to accelerate learning.
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